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Identifying the
Main Idea

Read each paragraph and write the main idea of it.

Environment means a healthy natural balance in the air, water, animals, plants, and other natural resources.

The environment influences the existence and development of an organism. Pollution is the process of creating

the environment dirty by adding harmful substances thereto. Owing to indiscriminate industrialization man has

created a polluted environment. To prevent these hazards from endangering human, animal, and plant life

measures should be taken before the situation goes out of control. More trees should be planted. Anti-pollution

scientific methods should be devised. Cutting down trees should be made punishable by law. Poaching and

hunting of animals for monetary gain and recreation should also be stopped.

Family is the place where you learn your first lesson in life. Your family members are the only assets that will

remain with you forever. Whatever the circumstances, family members are always there for each other to

support us. Good values and good morals are always taught in a family. In the family, we are prepared to

respect our elders and love younger ones. We learn lessons consistently from our family, about honesty,

dependability, kindness and so on. Family always provides us with a sensation of so much love and care.

The greatest wealth is our own health. A healthy body can earn great wealth but, a wealthy person cannot

earn great health. We live in a fast-moving world where individuals have no time for themselves. Most part of

their life withers away in search of materialistic wealth in order to outshine others but, along the way, they

lose their health. Wealth matters, but, is not as important as health. Spending lots of money on junk food in

five-star hotels or on other entertainment sources like watching films for a day and so on has no advantages

other than self-satisfaction.
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We must save the environment

Every one learns So many things
fist from family.

Health most valuable thing in our
life.

Answer key


